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	Magic For Dummies, 9780764551017 (0764551019), For Dummies, 1998

	You don’t need a white tiger, expensive props, or hours of preparation to do magic. With a little practice, some clever misdirection (which lays at the heart of all magic tricks), and showmanship, you can surprise family, friends, and coworkers using a few everyday items!


	If you’re looking to saw a beautiful women in half or make buildings disappear, we’re sorry, but this book isn’t you. But if you want to act out little miracles that you can perform on the spur of the moment with items that are usually within reach, then Magic For Dummies can show you how.


	Magic For Dummies features more than 90 easy-to-perform deceptions, illusions, and sleights of hand for any event or occasion. You’ll discover how to perform entertaining card tricks, coin tricks, disappearing acts, as well as the always-popular mind reading trick. You’ll even see how easy it is to make money disappear as well as melt a saltshaker! Chock-full of show-stopping tricks, Magic For Dummies will:

	
		Get you started with easy-to-learn magic tricks
	
		Let you turn a restaurant into a your stage with tricks that include utensils, mugs, and even food
	
		Show you how to use a deck of cards to perform endless magic tricks
	
		Make you the life of the party with tricks such as “Call This Number,” “The Strength Test,” and “The Phantom Photo”
	
		Get you out of tough situations by giving you ten things to say when things go wrong



	Filled with photos, patter, and presentation tips for every trick in the book, Magic For Dummies offers a great opportunity to become familiar with some of the coolest magic tricks ever performed. With the help of author David Pogue and the stunning tricks contributed by thirty-five of America’s top professional magicians, you’ll be leaving your friends, family, and coworkers spellbound at your mastery of the mystical arts.
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Microcontroller Programming: The Microchip PICCRC Press, 2006
Using the popular and pervasive mid-range 8-bit Microchip PICÐ’® as an archetype, Microcontroller Programming offers a self-contained presentation of the multidisciplinary tools needed to design and implement modern embedded systems and microcontrollers. The authors begin with basic electronics, number systems, and data concepts followed...


		

Building XNA 2.0 Games: A Practical Guide for Independent Game DevelopmentApress, 2008
Building XNA 2.0 Games: A Practical Guide for Independent Game Development is written by James Silva, who recently won the prestigious Microsoft Dream Build Play game competition with his award–winning title, The Dishwasher: Dead Samurai.
Building XNA 2.0 Games: A Practical Guide for Independent Game...


		

Crypto: How the Code Rebels Beat the Government Saving Privacy in the Digital AgePenguin Press, 2002

	The telegraph, telephone, radio, and especially the computer
	have put everyone on the globe within earshot— at the price of our
	privacy. It may feel like we're performing an intimate act when,
	sequestered in our rooms and cubicles, we casually use our cell
	phones and computers to transmit our thoughts, confidences,...





	

Joe Celko's SQL for Smarties, Fourth Edition: Advanced SQL ProgrammingMorgan Kaufmann, 2010

	This book, like the first, second, and third editions before it, is for the working SQL programmer who wants to pick up some advanced programming tips and techniques. It assumes that the reader is an SQL programmer with a year or more of actual experience. This is not an introductory book, so let’s not have any gripes in the amazon.com...


		

Wiley CPAexcel Exam Review 2015 Study Guide (January): Auditing and Attestation (Wiley Cpa Exam Review)John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	"I wanted to say I bought just the four books by Wiley for each CPA section and took all 4 parts of the exam in May 2009. I studied for about half a year, and I PASSED ALL 4 PARTS ON THE FIRST TRY!!! 95% REG, 88% FAR, 82% AUD, 81% BEC. I am very excited and happy that these books alone helped me pass!"

	—Gabriela...


		

Observing the Sun with Coronado Telescopes (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2007
The Sun provides amateur astronomers with one of the few opportunities for daytime astronomy.
In order to see the major features of our nearest star, special telescopes that have a very narrow visible bandwidth are essential. The bandwidth has to be as narrow as 1 × 10-10 m (1 Angstrom) and centred on the absorption line...
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